Israeli Science—researching destruction

BRICUP says:
this is not a cause for celebration
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WHAT YOU WON’T SEE INSIDE THIS MUSEUM

You won’t see:

- The details of the literally hundreds of R&D contracts that these same universities hold with the Israeli Ministry of Defense. Tel Aviv University says it is “playing a major role in enhancing Israel’s security capabilities and military edge”, according to its Annual Report.

- The University buildings constructed on land stolen from Palestinians

- The names of the university staff called up without protest to serve during the Gaza attack. (Most university teachers serve in the Reserve forces.)

- The smiles on the faces of the many University staff who provide policy advice on how to maintain and extend the illegal occupation of Palestinian Territories. For example
  - The Haifa geography professor who devised the idea and the line of the Apartheid Wall that steals Palestinian land and livelihoods.
  - The Tel Aviv philosophy professor who developed the military doctrines of targeted assassinations and of ‘disproportionate reprisal’

- The bodies of the innocent Gaza civilians wrecked by the onslaught of the 5th strongest army in the world

This event is sponsored and paid for by the Zionist Federation of Great Britain. It is not a Science exhibition mounted by the Museum. It is a PR exercise for Israel, the state that has just carried out a brutal aggression against an imprisoned and virtually defenceless population.
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